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Condition:
New
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Make no payments for 3 months with a new eBay MasterCard. US residents only. See
Details | Apply Now
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Buy With Confidence
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You are looking at a brand new iBible Pro, the first electronic bible on the world! This electronic bible com
complete King James Version bible in both text and audio formats! Now you can listen to the bible, read
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The special designed “Quiz” section which lets you take a multiple-choice quiz for any of the 66 books of t
Besides, the “Search” function allows user to put in a specific word, then the user can see a list of ve
searching for! There is also a complete Bible dictionary function as well. In the “Wisdom” section, there
feel like reading anything specific, just go there and let the narrator lift you up with those selected ins

The iBible Pro also features a MP3 player which able to be stored full MP3 audio files. Much like with an iP
transfer MP3 files from your PC/ Laptop onto this device using the “U-disk” function with high-speed US
On the side of the iBible Pro, there is also a built-in SD Card slot that allows user to expand memory if
sellers, our package includes one piece of 2GB mini SD memory card which FULLY stored
both text and audio formats (These files size nearly 1GB) and still remains a huge space for
songs !

Equipped with a stylus pen and a touch-screen LCD, the iBible Pro let you travel anywhere you want to g
you look for the book of Luke, just tap the Bible icon which shown on the screen, tap New Testament an
Within a second, you can see the passage you want on the screen. Also, you can then choose to let the
follow along. With this bible, you can read the bible yourself or to let the narrator read to you, or both!
listened via the headphones that are included in each package or by using the b

A good way to learn and study the bible is to read and listen to it at the same time. The iBible Pro takes
electronic bible, MP3 player and PDA and combines them into one incredible device that allows you to re

“So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God

Audio Sample of iBible Pro

Below please click the link to listen sample audio of the iBible Pro
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The iBible Pro is high-tech, but still simple enough to learn and use for anyone less comforta

The iBible Pro measures 68.5 x 110 x 20 mm. It is about the same size as a cell phone, and also featu
package comes complete with iBible Pro, stylus pen, 2GB mini SD memory card which FULLY stored
both text and audio formats (These files size nearly 1GB so you still have about 1GB memory for sto
protective pouch, compact earphones, high speed USB cable , installation disc an
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Payment should be settled within 5 days after auction finished or else we cannot guarantee the availability of your items.
after payment received. Shipment usually takes around 7-14 working days to arrive (Depends on the cou
office).

Paypal is the preferred method of payment. We only ship to a confirmed address. Payments made using a
This item will be shipped via registered mail with signature required.

- Built-in iBible software with Old and New Testaments of the KJV Bible with full
- MP3 capability supports MP3/WMA sound files
- U-disk function with high-speed USB cable for file transferring
- SD Card slot for expanded memory capabilities
- "Wisdom" feature with true voice pronunciation.
- Quiz Mode for Studying the bible.
- Bookmark function, search and retrieve by chapter, title, verse or key
- PDA function with professional personal information management sof
- Large Touch Screen LCD with white backlight.
- Quick and convenient for user operation.
- Personal memo pad for storing user information.
- Scientific Calculator, Date, Clock and alarm setup.

Product Features:
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Tax is not included. (Package will be marked as gift. However, we will not be responsible for any addition
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PayPal—eBay's service to make fast, easy, and secure payments for your eBay purc
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We offer a 6 month warranty on this product against mechanical failure of faulty workmanship.
malfunctions we will repair or replace it. If your product becomes defective within 30 days, we will exc
becomes defective after 30 days but within 180 days, we will repair your item or replace it for a new mod

Buyer is responsible for return shipping costs and insurance. We ask that returned products be in ne
materials. If the product is not in perfect new condition, a 15% restocking fee might apply. No returns wil

E-Trend Trading Company
Flat 11, 13/F, Block B, Vigor Industrial Building, 14-20 Cheung Tat Road,
Tsing Yi, N. T., 00000, Hong Kong
Tel: 852 2497 3103

If you are not 100% saitisfied with this item, for any reason, we will be happy to make an exchange o
item to us within 14 days via insured parcel post to:

Click Logo
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Got Questions?
Click "me" Above

- 100% Satisfaction Guarantee, Brand New.
- All enquiries will be replied individually. No formulated cliche.
- Back up by manufacturer's technicians, resolve your problem in min
- We are an eBay Power Seller with high rating feedback History. It lets you buy
- One of the trustful and reliable Power Seller on eBay!

Why buy from us?
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What's your Credit Score? 720? 650? Find Out From Experian.
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2d 8h 56m

+ $8.00

US $10.00

United States

To

Quantity: 1

Time left:

Insurance
US $5.00 Optional

Standard Flat Rate Shipping
Service

Time left:

0 bids:

1d 3h 15m

US $9.85

Gadget Cigarette Tobacco Lighter Shocking
##L7

Service

Update

17h 55m

US $9.47
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Return policy

Each Additional
Item

Shipping and
Handling

Country: United States

Ships to
Worldwide

Shipping and handling

Visit seller's Store

Time left:

US $16.50

Graphic Equalizer T Shirt Disco Music DJ Lighting
##T4C

Find more items from the same seller. Bid or Buy Now!
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Accepted

Preferred/Accepted

Up to $2,000 in buyer protection.
See eligibility

Buyer protection on eBay

Help
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Your Quantity: x 1

price: US $89.00

Buy It Now

Item title: iBible w 2GB MP3 mini SD Flash Memory Card USB Stick B3

Take action on this item

PayPal is the safe way to pay online. Your financial information is never shared with sellers. Plus, you get free PayPal
Buyer Protection on qualified listings.

eBay recommended services

Helpful information

Learn about payment methods

Payment method

Payment details

Return policy not specified.
Read item description for any reference to return policy.
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You will confirm in the next step.
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Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.

Back to home page | Report this item | Printer Version | Sell one like this

Other options

Purchase this item now without bidding. Learn about Buy It Now.

The seller requires you to make immediate payment to claim this item. You will be asked to do so with PayPal
on the next page. Learn more.

(immediate payment required)
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